The long
blockade

My Israeli taxi driver turns to me with a fatherly look on his face

empty save for the occasional goat grazing and a farmer being

and asks me whether I am sure I want to go, journalist or other-

pulled in a cart by a donkey. Crossing through this wiry tunnel is

wise. “They cut off people’s hands there,” he tells me with a stern

like crossing into a completely different world.

face, “they murder people for nothing. I have nothing against
Palestinians, but in Gaza you are totally on your own, it is very

The World Weekly’s Edward
Jonkler brings you on a photo
journey through and under what
many call the “biggest open air
prison in the world”.

dangerous there, with many terrorists, and if anything happens
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The taxi turns a corner and swings in to a dusty car park, and

nobody can come to help you, not even the IDF [Israel Defence
Forces]. You might as well be on the moon”.
We are about to arrive at Erez, the crossing point to that “hellish
place”.

there it is: the gate to Gaza, a vast terminal building, looking
more like an industrial estate than a border crossing. To add to
this eeriness, groups of elderly Palestinian men, their heads and
necks wrapped in the traditional white keffiyeh, bow their heads
in prayer, prostrating on the ground towards Mecca in complete
silence.
Above: The Erez crossing, between Israel and Gaza.
After showing my passport and press card, I walk through a series of tunnels and metal gates. Guards are nowhere to be seen

At the other end, a short taxi ride takes me to the Gazan pass-

on the ground since a Hamas suicide bombing killed four Israelis

port control and customs, where after a brief bag search, pri-

and injured 10 other people, including four Palestinians, in 2004.

marily to make sure I am not carrying any alcohol, I’m joined by

Security is now an Orwellian mix of guards on elevated walk-

Mousheera, a local journalist and fixer. We head to a nearby hut

ways, CCTV cameras that watch your every move, and remotely

for a 20-minute interrogation (‘interview’) by a Hamas official.

unlocked gates and doors that allow you to proceed.

I receive a stamp, and, just like that, I’m free to enter the Strip
many call the “world’s’ biggest open air prison”.

After clearing a final gate, I emerge at one end of a seemingly infinite fenced tunnel, stretching straight into the distance. Flanked
by gigantic concrete walls that run as far as the eye can see in
both directions, dotted with razor wire and dalek-like guard towers and radio masts. No man’s land stretches out on either side,
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the fishermen are heading out for their catch. The 1994

“When Hamas won,” Hamiz, one of the local fishermen,

Oslo accords between Israel and the Palestine Liberation

tells me, “the seas were blockaded by Israel. Fuel be-

Organisation allowed for a 20 nautical mile zone off the

came expensive, and the fishermen could only sell their

coast of Gaza for local fishermen, but the Israelis have

produce here, whereas before they could sell to Israel as

since enforced a 6-mile limit as part of a wider blockade

well.”

after Hamas won the elections in the Palestinian territories in 2006.

He gestures to his grandchildren, who are repairing colourful fishing nets beside him: “I can’t go out further
than the Israeli zone, even though the catch can be poor
closer to shore, because this is a family business and my
family depends on me. People have been shot and killed,
and others have been arrested and had their boats confiscated”.

Above: Checkpoint 1, on the Gazan side of the crossing.

First impressions
Driving through Gaza city for the first time, there is a
buzz everywhere. Skinny goats, men on carts pulled by
donkeys, new Hyundais, and Egyptian-made 150cc mo-

Above: A young woman in Rafah, painting a mural.

torbikes vie for position on the road. Pedestrians power
along the sidewalk with a sense of purpose. While most

Below: Fishing boats in the port of Gaza city.

women wear a headscarf, many do not. The average age
in Gaza for 2015 is an incredibly young 18.4 years; and
this is plain to see, with children playing and socialising
freely in the streets.

Above: A fisherman repairs nets that are passed down from generation to
generation as part of an old tradition. Edward

The overall atmosphere is friendly and exciting. We pass
some young women, one in a hijab, painting a mural on

Israel fears that boats may be used to illegally transport

a wall, by a main road. Colourful street art is everywhere

people across borders, or for attacks, such as in 2002,

you look, across the whole strip. It is one of the ways

when the militant group Islamic Jihad used a fishing boat

young people express themselves and their situation.

in a suicide bomb attack on an Israeli naval ship.

The following morning, I wake up at 5am to the sound
of boat engines in the dark. My hotel is by the port, and
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In June 2014, after three young Israeli settlers were ab-

The blockade

ducted in the West Bank and murdered by individuals
linked to Hamas, Israel launched Operation Protective

The Gaza Strip has been under a crippling blockade since

Edge, a large scale military offensive into Gaza. Between

2006, when Hamas won elections in the territory, and

2,142 and 2,310 Gazans were killed (13 of which by faulty

refused to renounce violence. Israel subsequently closed

militant rockets) and over 10,000 were injured, including

off the border crossings and, currently, only allows peo-

3,374 children of whom over 1,000 were left permanently

ple to travel between Gaza and Israel in exceptional cir-

disabled. Six Israeli civilians (including one child) and a

cumstances, such as a medical emergency. Before 2010,

Thai national were killed.

the blockade was wide ranging, and included chocolate,
musical instruments, notebooks, and household appli-

The UN estimates that over 75% of all Gazan casual-

ances; but this has now been relaxed and focuses pri-

ties were civilians, whilst Israel brings that estimate

marily on construction materials.

to around 50%. The latter claims that Hamas had deliberately placed its operatives and rocket launchers in

Above: Heavy residential damage in Shujaiyya following Operation Pro-

densely populated areas and that the group has used ci-

tective Edge in 2014.

vilians as “human shields”. Whilst many independent
organisations have echoed these accusations, the international community has, however, criticised Israel for
its disproportionately heavy handed response. Mounting
suggestions that the killing of the three Israeli settlers
was organised by the Qawasmeh family, independently
from the Hamas chain of command, make these condemnations all the more challenging for the Netanyahu

one of the IDF’s incursion points is almost completely
leveled. With over 9,000 businesses destroyed, according
to Gazan officials, and 37,000 people made unemployed
as a direct consequence of these attacks, this offensive
has shattered Gaza’s already teetering economy, destroying most of the territory’s industrial capability, and
leaving it unable to rebuild due to the blockade.

government.
NOTE:
Areas close to the IDF’s entry points suffered enormous

A UN report in September 2015 warned that Gaza could become unin-

Above: A group of young children pose for the camera at the main habour

damage, particularly in Gaza City’s Shuja’iyya neigh-

habitable if current population and economic trends continued. The re-

in Gaza City.

bourhood and Beit Hanoun, located in the northeastern

port described the “de-development” of the blockaded coastal strip, also

edge of the Strip.

citing that population levels are expected to reach 2.1 million by 2020.

were over $230 million dollars,” an official at the econo-

Eighteen months later, the damage is absolutely astound-

The Pioneer cannery is an example of this. A single pock-

my ministry tells us. “Now it’s approximately $800,000

ing. Every building is riddled with bullet holes, varying

per annum, primarily fruit and vegetables... The Israeli

in size, from small arms to large calibre weapons, and

crossing at Kerem Shalom is the only entry point for car-

even artillery shells. An industrial estate on the edge of

“In 1989, before the first blockade, exports from Gaza

go, and total capacity for goods through this meets less

marked factory building in Beit Hanoun in the northeastern edge of Gaza, it was attacked in the first few
hours of the 2014 war and left burning for 8 days. “Before the tanks entered the area, they shelled randomly,”
an employee tells me, “the upper floors were all used for

than 30% of demand.”
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storing goods, mainly plastics, and these went up very

tifada in the 1980s they were used to bring in weapons,

A lifeline to beleaguered Palestinians and some of the

quickly”. During a tour of the building, I see burnt out

fighters, and money from both Israel and Egypt. But after

few jobs available to young men, they carried everything

incendiary shells and I can’t escape the smell of white

Israel withdrew from the Strip in 2005 and began to con-

from concrete to luxury cars and even people, making

phosphorous, over a year after the fire. Charred AA bat-

trol the flow of goods in and out, the number of tunnels

many of their operators multi-millionaires virtually

teries, metal filaments from water heaters, and melted

skyrocketed.

overnight, and creating a new elite in the southern city

plastic packets for baby wipes are stacked in enormous
melted piles throughout the building.

of Rafah. Hamas charges a tithe on the value of goods
Below:A burnt out shell sits in the middle of the rubble on an upper floor

passing through that has evolved into a major source of

of the Pioneer cannery building.

revenue.
However, while the Israeli embargo prevented many
Gazans from getting day-to-day essentials as well as
further depressing their economy, tunnels were allegedly used to bring in military equipment, and to launch attacks into Israel. The destruction of these tunnels was a
key justification for the IDF’s ground offensive in 2014.
“In 2014, tunnel imports and exports were more than $1.5
billion,” Dr. Ayman Abed, the assistant deputy economy
minister for Gaza tells The World Weekly: “They played
an essential role in getting basic goods to the people, and
were a major part of our economy.”

Above: Melted water heaters, stored on an upper floor of the Pioneer cannery building in Beit Hanoun.

Below: A young man cycling along the southern border with Israel, close

Whilst Israel, with the assistance of Egypt, claims to have

to the main wall.

shut down most of these tunnels, I am told that there are

Export restrictions are slowly choking the remaining

still a few in operation. After a few days of waiting, we

business, a cannery on the ground floor. “We used to ex-

drive down the coastal road, heading south, to Rafah. On

port three to four containers a day to Israel and the West

my right are sandy beaches, complete with palm trees,

Bank,” the general manager tells me, “but now nothing

looking like something out of a holiday brochure. On my

is allowed out”.

left, we pass a large refugee camp, with colourful painted shacks and huts, and huge piles of rubbish. Two men
with a donkey and cart are swinging a pickaxe, trying to

Inside the tunnel

break up a large block of concrete and load the pieces to
take as salvage.

For years, the Gazan economy has relied on an extensive
network of tunnels connecting it with the outside world.

Shortly after entering the city at the southern edge of

But their existence is nothing new. During the First In-

Gaza, it is clear that Rafah is very different from Gaza
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City: it seems much poorer, with less modern cars than

by a lone man with an AK47.

one would see in Gaza City, and more donkeys and old-

I asked what the number one item to pass through the
tunnel was, I was told Tramadol - an opiate painkiller,

er motorcycles on the streets. There have been rumours

At one end, there is a black and narrow entrance to a

taken with abuse by the young in Gaza as a release from

flying around that Hamas has been inviting extremist

tunnel. I enter. Ducking into an uncomfortable position,

the realities of a future with no real prospects.

groups, including Islamic State affiliates, to Gaza for

it is barely possible to shuffle forward in the darkness.

talks, via the tunnel networks in Rafah. A number of

At intervals, the harsh light from electric bulbs, hang-

Salafist groups are reportedly based here.

ing from the ceiling, shows up walls lined with breeze

Adapting to life under the blockade

blocks, covered in muddy water and cracks. I had been
The appearance of local men is markedly different, in

warned to turn off my mobile phone, in case it could be

Apart from the tunnels there are other ways in which

more pious dress, black turbans instead of the ubiqui-

tracked by Israeli intelligence to strike the tunnel, and

Gazans have adapted to life under the blockade. One, sur-

tous keffiyeh, and the squared larger beards many peo-

kept feeling for it in my pocket, to make sure it was in-

prisingly, is to reduce waste. This is common throughout

ple associate with the Taliban. Whereas in Gaza City

deed off. The tunnel had been going slightly downwards,

day-to-day life. Bombed-out buildings from wars with

people were friendly when spotting me, here things are

and it now began to rise again; I felt that I was over half-

Israel were scrapped and salvaged into building mate-

very different, and my presence seems to be much more

way, and the same urge to go back, now made me want to

rials, used within the Strip, and, surprisingly, even sold

alarming to them.

go forward - all the way to Egypt.

back to the Israelis for construction. Almost everything,
washing machines, watches and even shoes, are repaired

Rumours abound locally that Hamas tolerates the grow-

where possible rather than replaced; these are examples

ing presence of Salafists here, as part of a larger plan to

of the necessary pragmatism forced on Gazans by their

convince Israel to relax restrictions that are now hurting

situation.

the Hamas leadership, as well as the ordinary population. The growing Salafi community (which is typically at odds with the more casual way of life of Palestinians) may also be linked to the generous ‘aid packages’
pledged by Gulf countries after the ceasefire. Such aid
is usually channelled through religious charities that
seek to spread their conservative interpretation of Islam
whilst providing essential care to those in need.
After arranging a visit to one of the newer tunnels being
dug, I arrived at a nondescript cluster of buildings on the

Above: Inside a smuggling tunnel leading to Egypt.

outskirts of Rafah. All the buzz I had grown used to from
Gaza city seemed to have vanished; the few people out on

Eventually, light was visible at the other end. The claus-

the street eyed me suspiciously from a distance. A local

trophobic atmosphere, the smell of mould, mud and

man, greeting me with a short “Salam”, walks me to a

stagnant water were overwhelming. I eventually shuffled

large wet and muddy dugout, 40 feet long and 20 feet

round and fled back to the relative safety of Gaza. There

deep, screened by plastic sheets from above, and guarded

was barely room for me, never mind for any cargo. When
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Above: A street trader repairs shoes, in the Gaza City market.

Abu-Soh, a cobbler in the bustling Gaza City market

hit hard here, with a much more limited supply of avail-

Below: A group of Gazans waits for the Hamas anniversary rally to begin,

charges just 2 shekels (about $0.50) to repair shoes using

able goods. Most sellers complained that ‘special taxes’,

Gaza City centre.

a 1950s era industrial sewing machine to attach new soles

imposed by the Hamas government, often meant they

and patch up damage. A new pair of Chinese trainers is

would only break even, or even lose money.

around 15 shekels, but most choose to repair their shoes
rather than replace them. Food is grown on almost any
spare patch of land, and livestock grazes on bomb-damaged sites across town.
Below: A street market in Gaza City.

No one was willing to be quoted, when commenting on
Hamas, but many people told me they felt their governAbove: A trader selling groceries in Gaza City.

ment was just another part of the repression they faced
daily. “Many people are more frightened of Hamas than

“We voted for Hamas because we thought it would end

Israel,” said a trader in the market, “they tax us when we

the corruption we experienced under Fatah,” one older

have nothing, and they do nothing to help us. To speak

trader, who asked to remain anonymous, tells me, “but

out is to put yourself in great danger, and they have eyes

all governments become this way, and now they are even

everywhere. Most of us have never seen Israelis, so how

worse”.

can we fear them?”

reach of the average Gazan. “It’s hard here, we pay for

On my last day, there is a huge rally in Gaza to celebrate

Before I left, I was invited to a local family’s apartment

everything in installments, even vegetables. Everything

Hamas’ anniversary. Thousands of people shout, chant,

for supper. The young men and women took selfies and

was much more affordable before the blockade,” Sami, a

and wave green flags. Young children dressed up in army

watched snapchat stories of celebrities, Rihanna being

street seller, tells us. “Closing the borders makes this a

fatigues and balaclavas brandish toy guns. Palestinian

a favourite. With no prospect of employment - many of

siege, we are in a prison”.

music blares out of giant speakers; all under the watch-

them have multiple degrees from the Islamic Universi-

ful eyes of snipers on neighbouring rooftops, and armed

ty - all they want to do is escape Gaza. “If I can leave

With nearly 60% unemployment, most people simply do

militants, head to toe in black, surrounding the stage and

this place, Inshallah, I will,” one family member told me.

not have money for basic goods, regardless of the block-

scanning the crowds.

The family patriarch, a polite and soft spoken engineer

Walking through the market, the goods on sale are mainly cheap Chinese products, many of which are beyond the

ade, and survive only with the support of NGOs and the

who worked in Jordan for many years, said: “We have no

UN. The recent destruction of the tunnel networks has

personal quarrel with Israel, but we must be able to live a
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normal life for the sake of my children.”
Below: Children at the Hamas anniversary rally, Gaza City.

It seems that Palestinians in Gaza want, above all, a
chance to move forward and improve their lives.
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